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A 2-Local Characterization of the Simple Groups M(24)‘, .I, and j4 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
?‘HEORER. Let G be a jnite group contuining an elementary .qbelian sub#rozLp 
1. of order 211 such that 
(i) C,;( I-) = I -, 
(ii) Nc( J’)/ I’ is isomorphic with AZ,, 
(iii) O(C,(z)) x 1 for an involution z in the c-enter qf a Sylow 2-subgroap 
Ofln;,( I’). 
Then either I- is novnzal inG and G/I. is isomorphic with Jl,, or G is simple and 
either G is isomorphic with J4 , or the centralizer of a i T-central involution of G is 
isomorphic with the centralizers of the Z-central involutions i  :V1(24)’ and the 
order of G is equal to the order of 11/(24)’ or G is isomorphic with 1. 
Remark. Here J4 denotes asimple group recently discovered by Janko, e.g., 
see [6], whereas A1(24)’ denotes the biggest of the three small Fischer groups 
described in [I]. In [7] Parrott determined many properties ofa simple group 
containing a centralizer of a 2-central involution isomorphic with those of 
-11(24)‘; it is wry probable that only. ,11(24)’ coincides with all these conditions. 
The group .1 finally denotes the biggest of the three C’onway ,qroups, e.g., 
see [8]. 
_Ii~fation. ‘I’hroughout thepaper \re USC bars for elements and subgi-oups 
of S( I’)‘l- and handle freel\- the so-called bar convention. ‘I‘he xpression 
.A : a -+ h --, cmeans s-i as = h and ,A--1 bx -~: c. ,111 other notation isstandard. 
In [IO] xve ha\-e proved the following: 
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(ii) N/V is isomorphic with iIf*,, theMathieu group on 24 letters, 
(iii) C*,(v) = v. 
Then V* splits into two N-classes ofinvolutions the izes of which are either 759 and 
1288 or 1771 and 276. 
If the orbits of 1_ induced hy ,Y,( 1J hare Icngths 177 1 and 276, then theorem B
of [IO] shows that if I’ is not normal in G, then either G is isomorphic with J4 
or the centralizers of 2-central involutions areisomorphic with those of L%f(24)‘. 
Thus from now on we may assume that :V(,( T’) induces orbits of lengths 759 
and 1288 on I-. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
For the rest of the paper let z andf denote involutions i  5’ belonging to the 
orbits of lengths 759 and 1288, respectively. The proof of theorem A of [lo] 
then shows that C,u.,(~)/l~ is isomorphic with the holomorph of an elementarv 
Abelian group of order 16 whereas C,cr,,(f)/L,’ is isomorphic with Aut(Mr,). 
~XILIMA 1. (i) An element of order 23 of I\r(V) acts fixed-point-free on V.
(ii) An element of order 11 of N( V) ji ses exactly one f-conjugate involution 
in I?. 
(iii) An element of order 7 of N(V) centralizes exactly a four-group inV 
consisting of z-conj’ugates only. 
(iv) An element of order 5of N(b-) centralizes a subgroup Z’ of order 8 of TM 
such that 4involutions f IT are con&ate with zzchereas the remaining 3 inaolutions 
are conjugate with f. 
(v) A 3-central element d of order 3 nf X( I-) centralizes a subgroup Z; of 
order 25 of V such that IT” consists of 21 conjugates of z and 10 conjugates of .f. 
(vi) -4 non-3-central element p of order 3 of I\;( 1)centralks a subgroup Z‘ 
of order 23 of I’ such that I” consists of conjugates of ,f only. 
(vii) A 2-central involution of N( 1;) centrakes a subgroup 7,; of order 27 of I-. 
(viii) A non-2-central involution of K( VT) centralizes a subgroup 1,; of order 2” 
of r-. 
Proof. Since 23 does not divide (X(10, 2) and since 11 neither divides 
Cvcr,j(z)! nor/ GL(9, 2)1 we see that (i) and (ii) of the lemma hold. Let w 
denote an element of order 5 of N(V). Tht an w acts nontrivially on a Sylovt 
1 l-subgroup of Ai(ri) and thus by a standard argument we have C,.(W) 8. 
The group Cxvi(&) is isomorphic with a direct product of a cyclic group of 
order 5 with ,4, The structure ofC,c,,,(z) and C,c,.,(.f) now immediatel! 
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!.ields the second assertion f(iv). The fact that the noncentral involutions 
of X( CT) invert elements of order I1 of iL’(LY) together with (ii) shows (viii). 
Let x denote an element of order 7of N( I;). Then 1 CV(x)i E [2’, 2’, 2’). Assume 
C,.(X) = 28. Since -1, is a subgroup of N(Y) we can choose aconjugate “?of x 
in -V( C.) such that {x, 2) is isomorphic with -;1; . But then an element of order 5
would centralize at least a group of order 2j of JY contradicting (iv). Assume 
C,.(X) ~z 25. The contradiction n w arises from the fact hat s is centralized 
b!. an element of order 3 of N(J-) whereas both CK(V)(~) and CscV,(f) do not 
contain elements of order 21. Since 7 does not divide ;Aut(M1,): we see that 
(iii) holds. There is a 2-central involution i i N(V) centralizing x and thus acting 
on both C,,(X) and [b’, X] from which we get i C,.(i)’ 2 2 . P =- 2;. Now i acts 
in\ ertinglx ona Sylow 5-subgroup of N( V) w ic completes the proof of (ii). Inh h
-lIzA we have that 3-central e ements of order 3 centralize 2-central involutions 
and elements of order 5 whereas non 3-central e ements of order 3 centralize 
non 2-central involutions a delements of order 7. Let 0 now denote a3-central 
element of order 3 in N( P’) centralizing W, an element of order 5 of N( I,-). The 
structure ofAut(M1,,) yields that 0 acts nontrivially on CV(,). So the number 
of :-conjugate is 1 (mod 5) and bum 0 (mod 3) whereas the number off- 
conjugates inC’,.(D) is 0 (mod 5) and 0 ( mod 2). As 0 acts nontrivially on 
a Sylow 7-subgroup of N(V), we get the results stated in (v). Let p denote a
non-3-central element of order 3 in N( C-) centralizing X, an element of order 7 
of :\:(J-). C’learly x acts fixed-point-free on C,,(p). Thus i C,,(p) E{2”, 2”). 
.jssume now C,(p): = 2g. As 8 ) j CscV)(p)i, we can find a non-2-central 
involution in i\‘(F) centralizing [I,p] and thus centralizing a group of order at 
least 2’ in I- contradicting (viii). Hence 1 C,(p)’ 7-z 8 and so the involutions in 
c’,.(p) allie in the same conjugacy class. We have 39 ’ / cm(f)’ which finall! 
shows (1-i). ‘Thus all parts of the lemma are shown. 
I,ERIN.-\ 2. We have th~7tZ(O~(C~(~)(s))) : = (27:) and that Z,(O,(C,~,~(z))) is 
ON elementary -4helian group of order 2j such that all involutions i  that group 
are conjqate to z. 
Proof. (‘learly ! Z(O,(C,(,,(z)))( ,( 2’by Lemma l(vii) and as Z(O,(CN,,,(z))* 
consists of z-conjugate involutions only we have i Z(O,(C,.(,,(z)))/ < 26. 
(‘onsidering elements of orders 5and 7 in C N(V)(z) and applying Lemma 1 we get 
! Z(O,(C,,,,(z))): ~{2,22, 2j). If 1 Z(O,(C,V,V,(z)))i =: 4 then this group is 
normalized by C.~-~V,(z) and by an element of order 7 of C,Vcv,(z) contradicting 
the fact hat CK(r,)(z) is a maximal subgroup of N(V). If 1 Z(O,(C,,,.)(x)))( == 25,
then an appropriate 2-central involution of N( V) would centralize th centralizer 
of an element of order 7of N( V) taken in V contradicting Lemma 1 (iii) and (vii). 
Hence the fist assertion follows. Clearly :Z,(O,(C~V,,,(a))): < 2s by Lemma 
l(vii). Again considering elements of orders 5 and 7 of X(V) we get 
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i Z,(O,(C,&z)))l E (2”, 2j, 2;). ‘I‘he same argument as above shod-s that 2’ is 
not possible. Assume now j .Z,(O,(C,,,,(z)))i =:: 2; then this group contains 
involutions which arc centralized by an element w of order 5 of CEo,,(z), but 
which are not in ! Z(O,(C,,,,(z)))~. Th e contradiction n \%- arises from the 
fact hat w acts fixed-point-free on the section O,(CK~,~(z)). clearly Cv(,.)(z) acts 
transitively on Z,(O,(C,,,,,(z)))/(~:, and so b!; Lemma l(iii), thelast assertion 
of the lemma follows. 
- 
LEiW4.t 3. (i) I,et C’r be u subgroup of iV( V) such that C; is isomorphic with 
an elementary Abelian group of order 26 extended by the triple cozer of A, together 
with an automorphism of order 2 inducing Z6 on A, and invert@ the element qf 
order 3 in the Schur multiplier of -qci . Then Z(O,(Lrl)) has order 16. 
(ii) Let LYz be a subgroup ofK( T -)such t atcis isomorphic with an elementaq, 
.-lbelian group of order 26 extended b? the direct product of 2Yzi with L,(2). TJIeTl 
Z(O?(U,)) has order 4. 
Proof. (i) The group O,( G’r) contains non-2-central involutions of IV( I,.). 
Thus by Lemma 1 (viii), we have I Z(O,( c,)) 5~ 2”. Since the 2-rank of C,vy(T.)( ,f) 
is 4 and since C’,,,,(f) also contains on-7 &-central involutions of X( I~.) we see 
that %(O,(I:,)), :< 25 and that Z(O,(Z;,))” consists ofz-conjugate involutions 
only-. As Cs&z) does not contain a subgroup isomorphic with the direct 
product of a four-group with a cyclic group /o:, of order 5 we see that w acts 
fised-point-free on Z(O,( Ui)) which shows (i). 
(ii) ‘I’he same arguments as ahol-e show that %(O,((..,)). ;C 2;and that 
the imolutions of Z(O,(Cl)) arc aI1 conjugate to z. Since c contains non-3- 
central e ements of order 3of N( 1’) and since all elements of order 3in (‘,,.,i,,(z) 
are 3-central in-V(l.) we see that %(O,(I,‘.,)) tither h- ; ‘15 order 4 or 16. Son 
consider a subgroup ,v of order 21 of I-, .If ! %(O,(Z‘,)) 10, then S ~vould 
centralize an involution fX(0,( U,)) contradicting thefact hat the elcmcnt~ 
of order 3 of S act fixed-point-fret on %(O,(I’,)). Thus the proof is complete. 
LEalnlA 4. T/re group K( L‘) contains a ,Y?lou% 2-sub<proup f G. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that N( I ‘) contains an elementary 
.Abelian subgroup B of order 211 such that I7 7% T’. By Lemma I(rii) and (viii) __ 
we see that / I/IT G-5 16 holds. Assume that 1 I’p 1 = 16 then every involution 
in 1-f is a ?-central involution fN( C’). ‘I’h us, for all these involutions i we 
have 1 C,,(i)j =:27 and the group C,(i) 1 aso contains conjugates off contra- 
dicting the fact that C,,,,,(f) t con ains no elementary Abelian subgroup of 
-- 
order 16 such that all involutions f this group are 2-central involutions f N( C-). 
Kext assume / C?P / = 2”. Then II- n f has order 2” and (IT n PC?)+ consists 
of z-conjugate imolutions onl!,. The structure ofA;( 1’) yields that ?contains 
a non-2-central in\-olution  fX( J’). Th en c’,(i) has order 2s and contains 
conjugates 0f.f. This contradiction shows *_ 2”. ?IppI!-ing now Lemma 3 
(i) and (ii), me set that he lemma is shown. 
~OROL.I.AKI' 1 . 7'hP i7wOhfiWlS u" andf are not conjugnte inG. 
Proof. -4s I. is weakly closed in every Sy-low 2-subgroup 1’of G containing I-
it then follows b!- the ahovc lemma that -V( I-) controls fusion in J’. 
C'OROI.LARY 2. (i) Lemma 4, together- with Lemma 2. shields that I):fow 
3-suh~roups of G hare rvdic renters oforder 2. 
(ii) B > ns.wmptio~~ (iii) of the theorem we ronclua’e O(C’(z)) : 1. 
I,kMM.4 5. The group R = O,(C,,,,(z))/~,(O,(C,~-~~~(~))) is elementary 
:lhr/ian of order 2’O and -Y = C,.(,,(z)/O,(C,,,,(,)) whirk group is isomorphu 
:cith --I, arts completely reducibly onR such that the irreducible submoa’ules of K
Jzave dtmezsiom 4 and 6. 
F’roqf. Consider an element x of order 7 of l\i( V): then by what we ha\-c 
seen earlier C ,.c,.,(x) is a four-group extended faithfully by .X1 .Hence Cvcr )(.x1 
is isomorphic with a direct product of a c!-clic group of order 7 with ,Yr .Thus 
the cosc’ts in.V( J-),‘J- which are 2-central involutions in -V( I;) contain proptr 
involutions of G, and so R is generated bv in\-olutions. Thus, if R were not 
clcmcntar~. &ibelian, then IZ would be a special group of order 2r” with ccntcr 
of or&r is such that R/Z(R) IS acted upon transitively by -4s . So R* consists 
of inx,olutions only, and hence is elementary Abelian. \l:e still have to show that .: 
-- 
acts ccmpletel!. reducibly onR. Therefore we consider the action of C’,,.,,,(z) cm 
the group *-I O,(C,,,,,(z)):‘\z- which group clearly isa special group of order 
2l.r with center ~~(O,(C,,,,,,(z)))~~~~ of order16. Let ‘& (1‘ bc a c!cli<, 
subgroup of C,..(r j c) of order 15 such that ‘/ w>’ = 5 and u 3. set , 
%(-.I) : .a, , a, , o,~ ,a,;. Then --l/Z(_g) is isomorphic with an clementar~ 
Abelian group of order 2’” acted upon h> ,:w> ;x <u:. Set --J ~a, , o2 , ti,: 
0.1 3c 1 , e2 , pz3 ,e4 , e, , co , h, , 6, , h,, b,:, and put -3, ai , ej 1 ( i :’ -1. 
I :< j -< 61 such that (1, is equal to J-/(x:, and -klz : : <,a, 6, I < i, j Z; 4; SLIC~L 
that both A, and A, are acted upon by (w, ,I (0;. Furthermore, we may choose 
the e, (1 -2 i < 6) in such a way that we have C~.,(W) =-cc, , e.,) and C1,(v) := 
rzj .e4 , e5 , e$ which follows directly from the structure ofthe irreducible 
4- and 6-dimensional G8’(2)-modules of A, . Clearly e\-cry nontrivial element 
of L<~~~\ Y (0:) acts fixed-point-free on A, . Hence Aa is either elementary 
Abelian or homocyclic or a special group with centre of order 16. =Ipplying 
Higman’s results onSuzuki 2-groups [5] we see that he last case is not possible. 
We are now in a position todetermine the exact structure ofA. V’e may choose 
’ (I’ 3, and then [b, ~e,] u”“’ and [b, r5] a’ ‘. Since [.-IL , /I,] ib 
an elementarv group of order 8 we get a E [ur ,a:+, ala&. But these three 
possibilities occur spmmetricall~- as can be seen by changing notation in the 
following way at <++ a,,a, f + a,a,a, a, < i a,a,a,, f--t a,a,,  a3 t-t azu3aa i + a2aJ . 
ar 4++ a,a, f) a,u,u, , c1 f+f elez 4 f ez , e, i F el ( f elez ,and leaving invariant the 
remaining generators for ,-l. iV:e take a : ur and so we have the complete list of 
commutators of any two generators of-4. Finally consider 6,’ ~~: a with some 
a c X(,4). Then we have b,Sbb,z au’ (p,2u’.‘3 anci $o u 1. Thus we get that A-!2 
is an elementary AAbclian group of order 2”. Since the group table of .A is thus 
complete we can determine the number of elementary Abelian subgroups of r1 
of order 33 containing Z(A) and covering the factor group .g,/-dr . B!- inspection 
we see that his number is equal to 16 and furthermore, w  have that u ‘< ‘CT‘ 
fixes exactly one of them, namely -4, , and permutes transitively the remaining 
15 ones. The structure of-4, now yields that -3, is normal in C5-tI.)(z)/~ 1‘5 which 
finally pro\es the lemma. 
Ll;MaI:i 6. Tt’e huve C(f) I O(C(f)) .C,,,,(f) and so C(f);O(f)) iS 
isomorphir with an elementary Abeliun group of order 211 esfended by Aut(M,,,). 
Proof. Considering the centralizers of the involutions in Xut(M,,) we see 
that the embedding of this group in -If> ,4is such that there arc involutions of 
both X,.,-classes in Aut(M,,). The fact hat he 2-rank of Aut(ill,,) is 4 together 
with Lemma l(viii) and Corollary 4 of [2] yields that I7 is strongly closed with 
respect to C(f) in all Sylow 2-subgroups ofC(f) containing I -. C’omparing with 
the list in [2] we see that he lemma is shown. 
I ,EMRIA 7. Either we have G is equal to iV( V) and so 1. is normal in G or 
(i) the group C(z) is an extension fan extraspecia2 group of‘ order 2g of 
(~( )-type by SO+@, 2) and so G is isomorphic with .1 ,see [9]; or 
(ii) the group C(z)/(z) is a simple group containing the selfcentralizing 
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elenrentav~ A4helin?~ subgroup Iy/(~I; of order 21” extended by the holomorph of az 
elemnrtnr~ -4belian group of order 16 such that this group controls the fusion in 
J.‘(- ,k, .
Proof As IF contains a four-group consisting ofz-conjugate involutions 
onI!. and as O(C(z)) = I, we see directly that either I,- is normal in G or G is a 
simple group which we assume from now on. LetNbe a minimal normal subgroup 
in C(z),(z). Since O(C(z)) = 1 we get that N has even order. If K were a 
z-group then Z(il) < A;. Assume Z(,d) :- N then E-/(z> is a Sylow ?-subgroup 
of C;.cz,(X) and O(C,,c,(N)/~) - = I. The group NC (-) jh.( J/;‘lT) contains a
section isomorphic with -4, acting irreducibly on V/N. Clearly the factor group 
(‘< (;,(-Y)/X cannot involve a non-Abelian simple group and so WC get I. .< C(z). 
Thus C(z) is a subgroup of N(V). Acting on O(C(f)) with a four-group ofI7 
consisting of c-conjugates only, we see O(C(f)) = 1. Hence applying Lemma 6. 
together with the main result of [I I], we see N = Z(B) is not possible. The 
same argument yields that A: does not contain J,-,!<z, . Thus \\\‘c: haw N - -2, 
and the factor group (acting faithfully on N) contains a proper subgroup which 
is an rlcmentary Abelian group of order 2” extended by -^I, . ‘I’hc structure of
SO*@, 2) now forces that we arc in case (i) of the lemma. Welt assume that 
,Y is not a ‘-group, so that X is a direct product of isomorphic non-rlbelian 
simple groups. The structure ofK( J’) n C(a)/(z) yields that either .\? contains 
a Sylow ?-subgroup of N(J’) r‘l r(z),‘<z>~ or the Sylow 2-subgroups of iIT arc’ 
at most of class 2 and A, ; the alternating group of degree 8 acts as a group of 
outer automorphisms ofK. Clearly L\- cannot be a direct product of 8 nonabelian 
isomorphic simple groups. Since no simple group in the list in [3] has a non- 
sol~ahlc group of outer automorphisms we get that ~Vhas odd index in (‘(z)‘:‘~ 
aIs J - is characteristic in any S!~low 2-subgroup of N containing J -WC’ see h! 
Frattini argument hat C(z)/< 5: is equal to ,V. ‘l’hc remaining assertion fwsc 
(ii) of the Icmma now follows easill.. 
\Ve now take a closer look at the group 3-(-q) lvhich group clcarl!~ is the same 
as .V( I.) n (‘(z)/c;z~. \T-ecall an involution i in :\‘(&-l) of the first kind if this 
cosct consists ofinvolutions and of the second kind if the coset consists of
ciemcnts of order 4. \Te now determine partially thefusion of involutions f the 
first kind in --I with respect to the simple group C(z)/(z In the proof of I,cJYlnn 5 
\I.(’ hal-e tictermined the complete group table of A1 and together lvith the fusion 
mduccd I)\- -\-(--/) \vc easil\- get the following Icmma which dye state without 
explicit proof, 
(iii) -411 inzdutions of the first kind irz -2 of the shape da with some e 
el l e, , f:, , e4 , e, , f,; *, some b E (lb, , h, , h, , h,;~‘, and a E %(;I) lie in a single 
conjqac~ clnss ncith respect toX(.4); zce call them t?pe h. 
‘I’hus we may find .v 5 (‘(3) with s: II,c,~~N f u1and such that (C’.,(b,e:,a)),“ is ‘1 
subgroup of -V( I.) n C(z); z . I,et A.I,,I,,:I,, he the subgroup of CC.(:) .,,(b,e:,a) 
>LlCh that .s: A(,,, :jl/ --f A-1. Clearly there are involutions i, == e,e,e,,e,d and i, 
clle,e,8 in eIc2PdeaZ(.-I) and e,e,e,Z(A), respectively, such that f, em h,r:,u i, , 
f) b,e:,fr i,.and t, b,e:,a i,i, 3rc involutions of the first kind. Rv our 
Issumption they are all conjugate to (I~ <Yearly neither i, nor i, nor i,i, arc 
conjugate to 0, . Thus hy the structure of*-I we have &J ,,,,,,, (r n i, , i, I 
T\.c now write down the orbits of I-’ induced 17~ :V( 1,‘) n C(z). ‘This can easil! 
Ix done b\- just considering- the action of :V(.-I)/ 1. on 7-. 11-e have one whit of 
Icngth 1with represcntatiw z. 1l.c have one orbit of length 30 with represcntativc 
~1~ t’leari! n, is conjugate with z in G. ‘l’here are t\vo rbits of length 448 with 
representati\-vs e1 and elz such that one of them consists ofz-conjugates andthe 
other of f-conjugates with respect o G. I;inallv we have the representatiws 
e,; ,e:,a, , eZ3u:{ , and eBa2aB with orbit 1enyths either 140 or 280. If one of these 
orbits, ay the first one, has length 140 then there is another one of length 140 
xvith representative ezI .2. Similarly \vc would get the representatives e,,a, I‘. 
c,:a,% c,or e,,+a:+ :. Exactly either two small orbits, which means of length 140. 
*jr one longer orbit, which means of length 280 of these last ones, consist of 
:-conjugatcs\vith respect toG while the remaining ones all consist off‘-conjugates 
with respect to G. Hence \ve ma\; find some P:(,I with a r (I, a2 , ai , (rl such 
that the coset P:,I contains at least one conjugate off in C and such that t 
h,e:,a C:$I is an involution fthe first kind. Hy Lemma Y (ii) we ha\-? f- h, 
and therefore WChave 7 ’ C(t)/O(C(t))l. Howew~ 7 does not di\-ide C’, (:)(e.%\) 
O(Cc.(z)(~:I\)) whichis a direct consequence of Ixmma 6. The same arguments. 
as in the beginning, nox show .I~,l,.:li, n ‘i, i, 3 e:$a‘ I. Clearly the structure 
of .Y( IJ n C’(z),‘(z~ yields that i, , i, , e:g: acts faithfully on i(--Ii,L,,,,.,) u hich 
goup is clementarv r\helian of order 16. I:urthermore, \vc ha%-e /I~P,,u 
Z(.4blc.3,,) and i - i ‘h,e:+z forall in\-olutions  i  (i, i, . c:g Thus i, , i, , (1,:~ 
corresponds toone of the two t\-pes of selfcentralizing elementary Alxlian 
subgroups of order 8 in GL(4, 2). Bu in both cases we would have I’ - i II,P,Q t 
for some appropriate in\-olution  i ‘i, i, , ez3cr“. ‘This contradiction pro\ ~5 
the lemma. 
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\Ye shall need the following facts and as they are of general interest we state 
them in a separate lemma. 
LEMMA 10. Let E be an elementary .-lbeliatl groups of order 2” acted zrpo,oll 
fbithfullq OF -g8 szrrh that the elements oforder 7 of A, act fixed-pokt-free on E. 
Then the folJoncing holds. 
(i) +-lx arts irreduriblv on B. 
(ii) -;I, induces tzco nontriaial orbits onE of lengths 35and 28, the stabilizers 
oj. zchich are isomorphic z ith -V,,,(F) and ZG , respectively. Iiere F denotes au 
elementary* =IbeIian x.&roup of order 16 of A4s . 
(iii) If i is a Z-central irwolution n 24, then C,(i) has order 16. If u is arl 
eJement of order 3 in A, with [i, u] :m 1 then C);(a) is a four-group such that 
[(‘( (~1, il 1. 
(iv) If j is a non-2-central inuolutio?l n ‘4, then C,(j) has order 16. If p is 
au element of order 3 in =I, zcith [j, p] = = I then C,(p) has order 16 srtch that 
C’,(p) n C,(j) =~- [I:‘,;]. 
(1.) Let F be as in (ii); then C;(F) is a group of otder 2. 
Proof. C’onsidering elements of order 5 and 7 we see that (i) holds. 11~ the 
assumption on elements of order 7we see that a2-central orbit in E has length 7, 
2 I, 35,49, or 63. Comparing with the order and subgroup structure ofil, we see 
that only 35 is possible. Now (ii) follows easily. Since u acts nontrivially on an 
clement of order 7 we see that ; C,(a), == 4 holds. The stabilizers ,YIand -YZ 
in -3, of both nontrivial orbits of 1”: contain elements r of order 6 such that 
r2 w u in -1,. Hence we have &(u) _C C,(i). Clearly i acts nontrivially on 
[I:‘, 01 and u acts fixed-point-free on [E, U] which proves (iii). Neither L\r, nor S, 
contains elements of order 15. Thus, if w denotes an element of order 5 with 
[Q> PI I, we have C,,(U) n C&(p) = 1 and similarly [[E, w], p] = 1. We ma!; 
assume that .i inverts W. Thus we see that J’ centralizes thefour-group C,(W). 
C’onsidering -VIand -Ya we see that p ‘.i does not act fixed-point-free on E:
Lvhich finally shows (iv). Clearly C,(F)- consists ofconjugates ofi only. Since 
C,(U) is a four-group containing conjugates ofi and .i we see that C,(F) either 
has order 2 or 8. Assume i C,(F)! ::_ 8; th en C,(F) is centralized by a conjugate 
of p for F is normalized by an elementary Abelian group of order 9 and 9 does 
not divide GL(3, 2)‘. By the structure of-3, we know that p is centralized 
b!- .J3 which group acts faithfully on C,(p). Thus C,<(p) contains exactly 5
conjugates ofi whereas C,,,(F) contains 7 of them. This contradiction shows (v). 
So the lemma is proved. 
L,1:mr.4 11. Involutions f type a are conjugate othe irwolutions f the first 
JTind of type b. 
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Proof. Assume that aI is not conjugate to the involutions of the first kind 
of type b. Since the simple group C(z)/(z: d oes not occur in Goldschmidt’s list 
[2], we therefore ha\-e an involution i in X(1-) n C(z)/(x)jA such that i - lzI 
in C(z)/(z). By the preceeding lemma we see that [i, A,] 2(-3)I’Z(,-3) is a four- 
group with preimage, say, (a, , a, , n:, a,$ ,e, , e,,j, and such that we hal-e 
. . 
q - 2 - ze, - tell - ie,e,, . By what we hare proven before and by our as- 
sumption that aI is not conjugate oan involution ofthe first kind of type h WC 
see that A f~ ccl(a,) m=Z(A)* holds. Let s be an element in C(,Z),‘,UR, \vitb 
s: z + a, such that (C,,,<,(i))” is a subgroup of CK(A)(a,). We call the groups _-I,” 
and N(A)“-’ now Ai and -V(Ai), respectively. Thus we have P, , e,, Jn A, I. 
Therefore, the involutions f (e, , en> induce transvections on Z(--! !)and clearI\. so 
does i. e, . Thus xvithout loss of generality we may assume that i--l corresponds 
to a 2-central involution i A, and that we have (a, , (I~ ,CI:$ , h, ‘. CI ,L(i) -.e 
‘a -\ 1 I a, > 03 ,b, h,j  c, [jl %I:- a, , and [i, hR] z-: b, For conveniance wc’ 
have put here ,\h,, , 6,j ,h,. ,h, , %(A),\ --Jz f OI d suitable basis of _ I.. Simila,-I\. . 
we have c\n, a2 , uB , e, , e,,;. S C,,,,(i) i SU, , az , a, , e, , P,, cl,, , ~,v‘ ,whcrc 
~‘-VJ), e . ?,I ,e,ll , elv , cv , evI‘> =- -^I, (‘hoosing a suitable notation v-c’ ma! 
also assume [i, bH] E (a,, ;,, [i, h.,.] t ‘~u8>, [;, <e,,, , +‘I <: i uz I fl:+ , [i, e,] Pi , 
and [i, el,] e,, .li:e have evhR : i --L ih,e,<a, , n, , a, , ~1~ and so [b, . e,] and 
similarly [b, e,,] is contained in I a,‘~. (Yearly the group N, , (I~ ,N:, (I~ ,b., 
eI , pII“ is acted upon by an element (r of order 3 such that D centralizes the
subgroup ;n, , uA, and the coset h,\cr, , o, , (I:, , Us’ and acts fixed-point-f,-ec 
on (up , a,), and ie, , e,,“. Thus we get [h, e,] [b, P,,] I. 
\I’e have already shown (e, , e,,~‘ n Ai 1 and in the same way WC get 
b, & A; . Assume now that he coset i(D, e, , e,, consists only of conjugates of
o1 . Then b,, PI , w n A, : 1 and so all elements of ch, , e, , e,,‘+ induce 
tranxections on Z(A i),and so we would hare an involution say x in h, , e, , e,,‘ _ 
such that a, + s -- s i - aI , a contradiction. Consider some element e in 
ie, , e II , elII y eltT t eV t e,,j,; then WC see that [i, [b, e]] I holds, and so bx- 
the structure of&4 which we hal-e determined in the proof of Ixmma 5 WC get 
I&. ,(e,,,  elv + ev , evl‘ ] = <aI , f7? , a3’ The above contradiction together with 
the element 0of order 3and Lemma 10 shokvs that we may assume [I,,  e,,,] Q, , 
[b, elv] ~~ 1, [b, evl z a,, and P,, pvII a:, .Clearly [i, /(7: ,h.,.  e,,, , c,\ ] 
is a proper subgroup of (an , a,,;) from which we conclude [;, h!: ,h.,‘ ] 1, 
and as we want to interchange e,,, and e,,. , if necessar!., wc onI!- assume [i. 
(e,,,  e,,~x] -”j a, , n,,‘:. Considering [i, [, b,; ,h,,‘  {e,,,  o,v ]] MC Set by similar 
arguments as above that WC ma!- assume [c\Ih,, , b. ,‘ e,,,] 1 . [h!, > e,\.] =-~ (I2 ~
and [h.>, , e v] a:, .‘l’he above contradiction shows that [,‘e, , e,, , hJ cannot 
be a subgroup of (a,’ ) and hence must be equal to \ u, , n:, .\gain applying (T 
we get [b, , s~el,, , c,~~>] r~ (a, , n,,~ and since [/I, , e,,,] (I~ holds, we finall! 
have [6, e,,,] : czJ and [b, e,v] I. lTro,n [i, el.] : eI and [;. P,\.] = o,, .vx 
get [b, (e, , e,,)] == [h, ie, , en>] =-= u, . 
I,et us return to the group G for a while. Let .T be an involution i -V( I.) 1. 
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such that ST/~ corresponds toa non-2-central involution i M2,, .Assume that 
the coset XT’ contains conjugates ofz, so we may take x itself tobe conjugate 
to z in G. Let w be an element of order 5 in C~-C,~,(X) and let E be a Sylow-2- 
subgroup of C(W) n CX(l.)(.z.). ‘4 s w is centralized by an clement o order 3 
acting fixed-point-free on E,we see that B is an elementary -4belian group of 
order 16. Put E = if, ,$:, .Y,?‘,, with ,:f, ,fl, : C,.(s) othatf, --fJ -.f& -f 
and s h- y h- my - z holds in G. Ijy Lemma 3(i) we have that [x, 1.1 is a direct 
product of an elementary Abclian group TV of order 16 consisting of conjugates of z
only with a cyclic group of order 2 generated by a conjugate off which we ma! 
assume to lie in <fl , Jz‘ .I,emma I(vi) shows that &C,.)(X) acts transiti\-el!- 
on the involutions in I.. The structure ofAut(illl,,) yieldsf, 4 Z(C,,,.,(s)) and 
since C~.~v)(s) acts on the cosetf,l -we see that all 16 involutions i  that coset are 
conjugate to f. -4s 0 normalizes 1. we get that all the involutions in f.,r - and 
f&C’ are also conjugate o f. By I,cmma 6 we see that no element of fi , $? 
lies in an elementar!- Abelian group J:,, of order 2** of C(X). if-e may assume 
that fi normalizes 1 yJ If fi I -II. corresponds toa non-2-central involution of-II,, 
then fi -fi s A s. ‘I’his contradiction proves that jilr,,, corresponds to a 
‘-central involution f-11,, Since 7 does not divide C( f)KqC(f‘))’ we get 
C(.Y) n C(f,) ir 27 2’” 21i, whereas we alread!. know that (?(.fi) f--l
C(i)‘, - 2” 2” Pi holds. 
1I.e now go back to the situation in C(z);<::,. First assume [i, ‘~P[,~ , e ,] : I. 
‘Then there are nine cases to be handled but there are only tlvo essentialI!- 
different situations Lvhich will be discussed here. If we hare [;, em] 
[i, fj\] =- a, , then [;, J-1 ~~ , a, , a, , e, , P,,‘) and [ih,,  1.1 contain a group 
of the shape \a, , n2, f,. ,ell.: and [ill.,, , T’] c a, , uX , a:, c,. ,P,~.“, where the 
point possibly stands for some element in TX, a, , (I~ ,a:, a,‘). Hence (a, , a, , 
“3 , e11 ?’ consists ofconjugates ofz only. \Ve ha\,c [6.,, , ~‘0, a, , a,>] : I and 
so [b,j  ia, ) a, , u,;] z which yields [& , J-1 <Iz, a, , a, , P,. ,e,,.;. iYe have 
seen above that he 15 conjugates ofc in [il), , I-] all ie in an elementary Abelian 
group of order 16. In the proof of Izmma 9 we have determined the orbits in I - 
induced by :\‘( I-) n C(s). ‘I’h UC considering [i, I*], we conclude that w-(1 small ‘1, 
orbits consist ofconjugates ofz while considering [i& , I-1, we conclude that one 
longer orbit consists ofconjugates ofz (concerning notation see proof of Lemma 
9). This contradiction shows that [i, E,,[] ~ [;, c,\-] : (I~ is not possible. 
Secondly assume [i, P,,,] m=1 and [i, e,,] : lie .Then similarly as aho\-e we get 
[i, r.1 : (‘0, , a, , e, , e,,) and [i& , J-J contains a subgroup of the shape 
‘0, PI , eI1) an; so by Lemma l(vii)-(viii) we have [& , 1-1 :z, a, ’ , 3, El1 , 
viclding essentiallv thesame contradiction as above. Thus we ma\- assume 
ii, (%I , e,,.)] ==I‘ and so we have [i, I’] : <iz, u1 , aI , e,,‘. Since not all 
involutions ofi(b,  e, , ql\ are conjugate to i in C(z) we may assumr that 
i.~iu, inC(z) and so we have uL’ $A, If N:~ t*3, then clearly ia, , a8 , ;> is a 
subgroup of Z(A;). The group ib,$  eIv’ is dihedral of order 8 acting faithfully 
on %(,-I,) butcentralizing (u,, u:, i‘ . This contradiction shows /nz , us’ n .3, := 
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1 and so we even get t 1~ , 6;. ,a, , a,, qv‘. n --I, 1. Consider now the coset 
il; which either consists ofconjugates ofz only, contains exactly 16 conjugates 
of 2, or exactly 7.16 conjugates of5. Clearly eIVi corresponds toa Z-central 
involution of M,, . As e,(z, CI, i) consists ofconjugates of2 only and considering 
the 6-dimensional irreducible representation of -Jx on T ., fZ(A,), we see that P, f - 
contains atleast 2” conjugates of2, and so tither 7. I6 or 8.16. Hut in either case 
it is clear that erT’ does not contain conjugates off, and so together with a former 
result, vve conclude that acoset corresponding to an involution in :V( IJ I. nevct 
contains conjugates ofz and ,f at the same time. Consider now the clement 
wh . \Ve have [c,~,c,~ , !J,] n, and so fJII,qv & I_ ) . The final contradiction 
now arises from the fact hat q,,e,, and P,,,c,~z arcconjugate oz and f or vice 
versa which proves the lemma. 
LF.!ml.~ 12. The ~fkctor group ~~~~-(-)~(rj(‘~~),d:! is isomorphic with W-(8, 7). 
I’KooJ. First, assume that !Yc+), &-&) t c ocs not control fusion in --I2 . Then 
by Lemma 1 I there is another elementary A4belian subgroup E of order 38 in 
C(,-):~‘Z‘~. such that L!’ ; _~.J/;z‘,. 1,emma ‘9 yields immediately that R is not 
contained in-~/\zJ. Assume that B n -4,’ ‘Z is a proper subgroup of B r\ .-I i(‘~‘,. 
Then (E: n -3 i<‘z s)‘,(E n A,/ (Z ) onlv contains involutions of the second kind _ 
of the shape eb, which are then all conjugate othe involutions f hape b of the 
second kind. Thus we have I< n *Ji’(z>! :: 2“ andX . -d:( Y”’ :.J,<z~ iselementar! 
-4belian of order 16. Rut then ;V(E) CI (2)) s contains an clement of order 
3 centralizing exactly a subgroup of order 4 of I!: which is onI>- compatible with 
the action of i2, on A42 if XC(J-J2) is not contained in >V( 1J. Thus we have 
Arr(zj(r3,)/A, G SO:@, 2) in that case. Rut if NC(-,(-12) controls fusion in -,I2 
then the preceding lemma yields the same result. So the lemma is sho\vn. 
Proof. First consider the group 11 (‘,,c,,, ,:,,(a,). IVc put 0,(/I) 
ia, , a, ? a:, 0, , h, / h,, 6,,, , PI, q,, elII , f, , (‘2 ,(‘:, , h,v , where b,, b,, h,,, 1 
and h,, . together with Z(Z-2), generate ,-I,“z’ , where the group <:er , c,, e,,, 
is an elementary Xbelian subgroup of order 8 of IV::,-‘  and where we have 
s:cl , c2 , c:,‘,~4/A -: O,(C, c1.) c2,(n,))dLl. Th is all comes directly from the fact 
that Aq,,‘(x\ isacted upon nontrivialI!. by SO’(X, 2), which induces exactl! 
two orbits of involutions  J,jX:s‘~ the stabilizers of which taken in SO (8, 3) 
are an elementary Abelian group of order 2” estcnded faithfully by A, and 
Sp(6, 3), respectively. Furthermore we write Cl,(N) fi:,,I :hIv“, where I:‘,,1 is 
generated bythe first 13elements in the above generator set for O,(H) such that 
IIF,, , 1 <a, , 2’1 I and [ht, .a,] z. Thus clearly CC.cl) , ,,(n,) has a subgroup 
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Ii of index 2. From all that we see that C.~T(a,~czj)( a J is isomorphic with a faithful 
cstension fE,, with the direct product 4, :< (6,“) such that E,, consists of 
two six-dimensional irreducible As-modules, namely MI : z ,;a1 
L 
,“:! ,63 I “& 1 
4 ) 61, >hl,, .a1 and M, == E~l/JZI , where we have [.lI1 , bIv] = 1 and 
[I:‘,>, \U,‘ hl\] 111 . Assume that the group Ec:I/<ul’ isnot elementar\- 
.Ibclian. ‘I’hcn cithcr this group is humoqclic consisting of 6 copies of c!zlic 
groups of order 4 or special with ccntcr of order 2’j. Clearly the homocyclic case d 
is not possible since we have that I .,;(a1 , z,‘ n Z:‘,J<n,\~ is not contained in‘11, .
Iiow assume that b’ ~(I i’,a,> isspecial. Then 1~~ what we have just mcntiontx, 
ii-c see that e\;actly th; non-2-central orbit of involutions f EUl/3TI with respect 
to the action of - 1, consists ofelements of order 4 in E,,l/(a,j. Let(0,) :.: ~fJ 
denote ;L subgroup of -4, of order 15 such that U(W) 5 and O(O) 3. Then 
clearly 0 acts t&cd-point-free on C, _ ‘(w) which group is thus isomorphic r,l,(.l’ 
\vith the direct pl-“duct oftwo cyclic groups : =I J and ‘(B, of order 4. ‘The group 
C.‘, ,‘I <,,*,(4 ) ; - 11~ order 28 and intersects CE,,i(n ,Jw) trivially. So ice get 
(‘I ,,1 c,I,)(--l) .II, , A;1, B and [I:‘n,i(al’, , d] isan elementary Abelian sub- 
group of .\I, r)f order 16 acted upon by w and intersecting C,: .i,,l)(u) nontrivialI!-. 
Hence we ham [E ,,*, \a,:,, .d] P: [Z:‘(,,i.:a, , B] : [/:‘,,!<al,~‘:lz-ZB] =m  C,,,l(a) and
so (Z:‘(,, \ a  )’ ha?; order 16. This contradiction shows that R,, is an extraspecial 
group of order 2”’ with center >Qal,. An element of order 7a&s fixed-point-fret 
on /:‘,, ,’ aI \vhich sho\vs that I:‘,, 
-I of (21 to shoal that (:,, :<a, 
is of ( $ )-type. FYc now want to apply C’orollar! 
:ik normal in H/O(Cc(,, (zi(al)) and thus also in 
C r(l, ~( ,((I,) O(L’, :) iz,(d,)), which we do by way of contradiction. If k’,,Ii In,
were not n~calrly closed in C,v( ,,,)(~~)!(n~ withrespect to Cc(;),cz,(a,);~:a, we 
would Set a contradiction apply&g Lemma IO(iii)-(v). The number Y defined 
in C‘orollary 4 of [2] is exactly 4 in our case, which again follows from Lemma IO 
and the structure of.-I, . .4nother consequence of[2] is that here is an elementary 
-1bclian subgroup 1.. of C,y( r,)(a,)i(a,,. with 1: ~‘- I:‘,,I/, aI such that I 24, 
and such that I “l 1 IC,,L:<nl,~ for some ,y E PC.(_) ,:;(a,). I,et T be a fiseti Sylon- 
2-subgroup of (‘, (l,)(a,)/,tu, ‘_ If 6 is a subgroup of L’ then according to [2] 
\\c an find an c.lement g such that XT(K)!’ is a subgroup of 7’. Among all groups 
I ivith the above properties choose 7,’ to have maximal order. By Lemma 101. 
we see 1 I:‘, (1 ,I:‘,, ;‘c:q) : < 8. Furthermore, WChave Z8 .J 1C’ n I:‘,, ; <(zI I 
1. 7. 5 2;‘:‘Ixt’t ‘be:aninvolution in C;‘k’,, /<al‘ . Then we get A-f; (l:,;>(~~B,, 
tzl n 1, t ) 2” 21 ; ; 1; ’ : 2* : 2 Ii,- Hence by the mar&alitv of ! - 
\ve see that (-Vf 5,,,(:E,,li’n,, ‘) n I -t ))!I isagain asubgroup of ZZ’,,~/~<U~‘,, which 
is absurd. Fleri’:ve have chosen R to transform /‘F ,” -,,*t ( a1‘b n lJ, t:, into F,, !‘a, 
‘l’his pro\-es that E,, . O(C,.(,, .czj(n,)) is a normal subgroup of Cccr, t,)(al). 
C’onsiderinp a minim91 normal subgroup N of C(z, nl?lO(Cc(i):(z~(ul))~~~,~ , \ve 
set’ that .Y is a simple group of type A8 containing ~1, such that N acts faithfully 
on an elementarv rlbelian group of order 2”. Furthermore -V has at most two 
classes of in\.olutions suchthat the 2-central involutions centralize a subgroup 
ot‘ order at icast 2:. From this it follows that 11’ is not isomorphic with -JS, since 
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elements of order 7 act fixed-point-free and are inverted by a Z-central involu- 
tion. Thus, by the main result of [4], we have that N is isomorphic with A, and 
as the preimagc of N in Cc(-) ,(,,(a,) contains I/-/(zj, we see by Fr-attini argument 
that the group Cc(;) ,,,(uJ/~~ has order 2 which finally proI-es the lemma. 
Proof. Set L4,, 
of the first kind ii .3,, 
,,a, , a, , atI ,a4 , h, ) h,, /I,,, )I’ ” ‘I’hen ail in\-olutions 
arc conjugate inC’(z) with a, r\ssumc now that herv is 
an imolution i in E,, /_ ,, *‘4 such that i 
groups I:‘,,, and;l,,, :’
-- u, holds in c’(z);,,: According to the 
we’ define the groups Ei and --Ii , rcspc.cti\-cl\ Assume 
a, t -4, Then there is some s E fii \vith (I;* n,i. Thus \\c get that A‘( (I,. i ) 
C(<a, , i ) is isomorphic with I:, Hence there xists J in C‘(J) such that J: 
a,---bi+a,, ,-I- r.i,,l--+d-I,. ‘ ’his contradiction shws ((1 L I, From 
L% n EJcJ1 , CT1,,(i)] s :,a, we thus get [--I, n J?,,~ , C ,,,, Ji)] I As %(c’, ,,,(i)) = 
<\(7, , I, \vc finall)- have -4, n B,, e i The structure of.\- 
(C,.(;, ,.Ij(i)) y elds that E, < --I,‘. C, (‘) 
(‘( ., 3 (i),O,,,, 
I and thus .I’\vould contain an elementarl- 
.Abelian subgroup of order 2” such”2that all involutions in that (_rroup induw 
transxctions onE,/A-lj which is not the case. ‘I’hus WC have shon n that U, has no 
C(z)-conjugate in I;,,, ‘__ -I,,, II!- what WC have seen before we conclude that the 
involutions in the coset hIvl!‘,, allie in -4: which group \\as into-oduccd in the 
proof of Lemma 5. Next conkder an involution i G A, such that i - "1 holds 
in C(z) and such that iB,,* lies in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C:, (,)(a,) 
Oz,,z(C~(.., izt(a,)). ‘I’hcn \ve ma! assume ifi, is equal either \\ith crvI;,, OI- 
with e,,&.l:‘,, Assume i E ~~~~~~~~~ 
& 
, , then 1,; Ixmma 9 KC st’c that i is’ an 
element of hl,. (,:a, , a, , cl , aI , h, > f$ ; II:, I PI 1 q1 ) (‘111 for bOll,C (’ ; 
c 1 , cz , c:(‘,;. Since [h,, (,I &’ (~7, , ai, CL:% , 0, , c, , e,, cIl, \\c’ xw that this 
cosct contains no in\-olutions. I,emma 9, together with this contl-adiction. 
!-i&s iE P,~ c ‘a, , a2 , a:, (I., , 6, , II? ,h, , (i, , e,, e,,,‘ for some (‘ t‘,. c2, c:I _. 
‘The group [E,(, , i] is elementary Abelian of order 2” such that ~1 subgroup of 
order 8 lies in a, , (I~ ,a:, a, and such that he rest is co\-cl-vd b! it 4-group 
of fl , PIi > fill . Lemma IO(iii) shows that there is an clement CT of order- 3 
in (Jdd( :a, , i; )‘,(WC, ~(4) U Y(,‘,.(,di))) suchthat (r wntralizc~ \actl\. ;I
subgroup of order I6 of C, (i) generated by involutions. Since (‘/ 
morphic with the central prcyduct of2 
Jo) is iso- 
quatcrnion groups of order 8 xt’ see that 
C,- (i) n C(O) contains a dihedral group of order 8. Since c’(tr,) f-!C’(i) z 2’5 
we”see that a, E$ F, , where again fi:, corresponds tothe group I:‘, \\-ith respect 
to the involution i. ‘I’he contradiction n w follows from the fact h’at noclemwt 
of order 3 in -4X Z2 centralizes a dihedral group of order 8. IIcnce we ma\- 
assume that only the coscts ;I:‘,, corresponding tonon-3-central involutions 
in -4, j.’ Z, contain C(z)-conju;atcs of 0, . ‘I’hus 1c.t i bc an in\-olution n 
Cc(.) cl,(a,) corresponding toa non-kxntral involution i C’, (,, (ul) I:‘, , 
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O(C’,.(Lj ; a) such that ih- a, holds in C(z)/(a, . Then E:r,l/(alj is acted upon 
by a direct product of A, with a cyclic group ( a:) of order 3such that icorresponds 
to an involution i As . For every quaternion subgroup ,O in Ads we have that 
Z(Q)’ is a 2-central involution in A, . From this and from the action of ;llj :< \:o, 
we conclude that C, (i) is isomorphic with the direct product of an elementary 
=\bclian group of ord& 2” with a dihedral group of order 8. Clearly [E, , i] con- 
tains a 4-group a, , t,) such that n, h t N a,t and i ,- ia, N it N i&z, holds 
in C(z);:,- . Hence we get (a, , f“ n 6, - I by a simple order argument. Here 
again E; denotes the group corresponding to E, with respect to the involution i. 
l’he contradiction n w arises from the fact hit any subgroup D, >, Z2 of --I, 
contains a Z-central involution in the center. Sothe lemma is shown. 
lAx.lI~\ I 5. The ,poup C(z)/(z,J is mt simple. 
PvooJ Hy Lemma 14 we are in a position toapply Shult’s lemma which is 
also proved in [2] and so clearly C(z)/(.z j is not simple. Combining this last 
result Lvith Lemma 7 we see that finally the main theorem is proved. 
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